
What is learning?

Learning (n)

• the retention and transfer of knowledge – Didau

• “A change in human disposition or capability that persists over a period of 
time and is not simply ascribable to processes of growth.” The Conditions of 
Learning by Robert Gagne

• “Learning is the relatively permanent change in a person’s knowledge or 
behavior due to experience.” Learning in Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research, Richard E. Maye

• “Acquiring knowledge and skills and having them readily available from 
memory so you can make sense of future problems and opportunities.” 
Make It Stick: The Science of Successful Learning

• etc etc



performance

learning



“To know whether something has 

been learned we should ask 

ourselves three questions:

1.Will students still know this next 

week, next month, next year?

2.Will students be able to apply 

what they have been learning in a 

new example, a new subject, a new 

place?

3.How will this transform students’ 

understanding of the world?”



Outcomes

Tools for planning for retention for next week’s lessons

Tools for planning a curriculum for next year’s learning

Tools for LTR to teach students 
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A Little Neuro
“We store new information in terms of its 

meaning to us”

“Storing information in human 

memory appears to create 

capacity”

“human memory is a 

fallible process…”

“retrieved information, 

rather than being left in the 

same state, becomes more 

recallable in the future.”
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Why do we forget?
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• Misunderstood – the memory 
is not generally lost over time 
(though this might be a factor)

• Correction – The cue for the 
memory is increasingly 
difficult to access



Bjork – illusion of knowledge

Which is most effective?
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“…in fact, as a learning event, the act of retrieving 

information is considerably more potent than is an 

additional study opportunity, particularly in terms of 

facilitating long-term recall”

(for reviews of research on retrieval as a learning event, see 

Roediger & Butler 2011, Roediger & Karpicke 2006)”
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How Learning works is counter intuitive
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Bjork – illusion of knowledge

Why does testing work? Illusion of knowing

The problem with perception

• "Familiarity" Fools Our Mind into Thinking We Know 
More than We Do

• "Partial Access": Our Mind Is Fooled When We Know 
Part of the Material or Related Material

Caused by…

• Re-reading  “going over my notes”
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Mix it upMix it upMix it upMix it up

“yes, I’ve seen 

this, I know this, 

I understand 

this”

ILLUSION OF 

KNOWLEDGE



Embrace DifficultiesEmbrace DifficultiesEmbrace DifficultiesEmbrace Difficulties

Retrieval Practice 
reinforces memory 
better than any 
instruction

• Varied Practice

• Spaced Practice 
• 1 hr, 24hrs

• Leave enough time for 
students to forget

• Interleaved Practice –
most counter intuitive
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Students need to be 
taught something if they 
have forgotten it

• Massed (Algebra, 
Algebra, Algebra)

• After the learning has 
occured

• Test them before they 
forget

• Test them on the 
material you have 
taught



Embrace Difficulties Embrace Difficulties Embrace Difficulties Embrace Difficulties contcontcontcont…………

“The kind of retrieval practice that proves most effective 
is one that reflects what you’ll be doing with the 
knowledge later”

Practice like you play and you’ll play like you practice

• The more difficult the recall demand the longer the 
learning!

Therefore:

• Randomise the test questions - always

• Shuffle the flashcards

• Change the method of testing
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Increase Abilities Increase Abilities Increase Abilities Increase Abilities Meta know how

• Teach them what you now know –

• Memory methods   -Mnemonics

• Memory palaces

• Teaching students to anticipate questions and answers 
as they read – become the teacher/examiner

• Walking talking exams from y7
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Summary TipsSummary TipsSummary TipsSummary Tips

• Move responsibility across to the students

• Explain why you have put in desirable difficulties (spaced, 
interleaved, varied)

• Share illusions of knowledge

• Use the testing effect

• Ask students to practice free recall – everything they can 
remember at the end of each day, then compare this to 
their notes

• Ask students to submit weekly illustrated summary 
sheets of fixed dimensions (key ideas, arrows, graphs, 
cartoons, causes linked to effects)

• Use online quizzing, quizlet, socrative.com, 
showmyhomework quizzes (not kahoot), Gojimo, 
Zipgrade
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Learn fast

OR

Learn slow

“The more difficult the 

recall demand the longer 

the learning!”



Achievement Gap studies

Why? Unstable family background – no support 
when they need it,  strategies for learning

• High structure teaching (i.e. daily and weekly low stakes assessments, 
spaced, interleaved and with deliberate difficulties)

• Students prefer re-reading to testing, prefer massed practice to 
spaced and prefer no assessment when asked

But…in the end …



The other day,,,, a Year 10 girl said: “What’s the point of learning this?” 

What she meant was, in a week we’d be on to a new topic, and she’d 

forget everything she could now do, so where was the point in learning 

it? I haven’t yet seen any institutionalinstitutionalinstitutionalinstitutional focus on the importance of building 

memories. I would like to suggest that we start to think of building long-

term memory retention and recall as a separate concern; that we start to 

put thought and effort into thinking about how we are going to help 

students remember what they learn from us, that we ask ourselves at the 

start of planning a lesson, or aunit ‘How am I going ‘How am I going ‘How am I going ‘How am I going 

to help ensure my students still to help ensure my students still to help ensure my students still to help ensure my students still 

remember this six months from remember this six months from remember this six months from remember this six months from 

now, a year from now, two years now, a year from now, two years now, a year from now, two years now, a year from now, two years 

from now…?’from now…?’from now…?’from now…?’
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